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2
by the user in stressful situations, for example. Accordingly,
to be useful, the algorithm needs to produce high-value, user
appropriate information.

SELECTIVE SAMPLING OF USER STATE
BASED ON EXPECTED UTILITY
BACKGROUND

SUMMARY

Today more than ever, information plays an increasingly
important role in the lives of people and companies. The
Internet has transformed how goods and services are bought
and sold between consumers, between businesses and con

Sumers, and between businesses. In a macro sense, highly
competitive business environments cannot afford to squander
any resources. Better examination of the data stored on sys

10

tems, and the value of the information can be crucial to better

align company strategies with greater business goals. In a
micro sense, decisions by machine processes can impact the
way a system reacts and/or a human interacts to handling

15

data.

A basic premise is that information affects performance.
Accordingly, information has value because an entity
(whether human or non-human) can typically take different
actions depending on what is learned, thereby obtaining
higher benefits or incurring lower costs as a result of knowing
the information. In the context of a cost analysis, the value of
information (VOI) can be calculated based on the value or

Personalized models can then be created that are utilized to

25

cost obtained if action must be taken without information
versus the value or cost obtained if information is first

VOI can provide enormous benefits in many different
areas. For example, VOI analysis has been applied to earth
Science data, horse racing, the stock market, and alert sys
tems. In another example, accurate, timely, and relevant infor
mation saves transportation agencies both time and money
through increased efficiency, improved productivity, and
rapid deployment of innovations. In the realm of large gov
ernment agencies, access to research results allows one
agency to benefit from the experiences of other agencies and
to avoid costly duplication of effort.

30

35

40

In more focused areas, where human interaction is an

important factor, which is typically a factor in most, if not all,
aspects of a business, businesses are continually seeking
ways in which to maximize employee productivity. Interest
has been growing in opportunities to build and deploy statis
tical models that can infer a computer user's current inter
ruptability from computer activity and relevant contextual
information. One system intermittently asks users to assess
their perceived interruptability during a training phase and
builds decision-theoretic models with the ability to predict
the cost of interrupting the user. The system employs models
at run-time to compute the expected cost of interruptions, and
provides a mediator for incoming notifications, based on con
sideration of a user's current and recent history of computer
activity, meeting status, location, time of day, and whether a
conversation is detected, for example.
However, a human decision maker (e.g., the user) usually
derives subjective probabilities about the quality of the infor
mation and will make use of additional information to

“update his or her prior beliefs. Where the decision maker is
not human, but an algorithm, other factors can come into play.
For example, algorithms that alert on constraint violations
and threats in a straightforward manner can inundate a user in
dynamic domains. In fields Such as medical monitoring,
unwanted alerts can be a problem in that alerts provided each
second will quickly be processed differently (e.g., discarded)

determine a cost of interruption and an expected utility.
In accordance with some embodiments, lifelong learning
can be employed wherein the training is ongoing over
extended periods and the best predictive models are used to
guide Supervision. A cost of interrupting a user with incoming
alerts can be considered as well as a measure of cost that

learned, and then action is taken. The difference between
these two values or costs can then be called the economic
VOI.

The following presents a simplified Summary in order to
provide a basic understanding of some aspects of the dis
closed innovation. This Summary is not an extensive over
view, and it is not intended to identify key/critical elements or
to delineate the scope thereof. Its sole purpose is to present
Some concepts in a simplified form as a prelude to the more
detailed description that is presented later.
The subject innovation facilitates model enhancement by
providing selective sampling of data to enhance model per
formance where model testing is deemed to be poor. Sam
pling can include direct interaction with the user while the
user is logged-in to the computing system. The system can be
used to infer a computer user's current interruptability based
on computer activity and relevant contextual information.

45

includes both the cost of probes for additional cases and the
cost associated with real-world usage as an alert mediation
system. In some embodiments, selective Supervision can be
employed wherein manual efforts for labeling data are guided
to obtain an optimal boost in discriminatory power with
increasing amounts of effort.
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and related ends,
certain illustrative aspects of the disclosed innovation are
described herein in connection with the following description
and the annexed drawings. These aspects are indicative, how
ever, of but a few of the various ways in which the principles
disclosed herein can be employed and is intended to include
all Such aspects and their equivalents. Other advantages and
novel features will become apparent from the following
detailed description when considered in conjunction with the
drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

50

55

60

FIG. 1 illustrates a system that facilitates model enhance
ment in accordance with an innovative aspect.
FIG. 2 illustrates a methodology of enhancing model per
formance in accordance with an aspect.
FIG. 3 illustrates a client-based system that employs an
analysis component to facilitate model enhancement in
accordance with an innovative aspect.
FIG. 4 illustrates a client that facilitates selective sampling
in accordance with another aspect of the innovation.
FIG. 5 illustrates a system that facilitates selective sam
pling of data to enhance model performance for determining
a cost of interruptability in accordance with another aspect of
the innovation.

FIG. 6 illustrates a methodology of initiating selective
sampling based on model poor performance in accordance
with the disclosed innovation.
65

FIG. 7 illustrates a methodology of performing selective
sampling of stored databased on poor data inaccordance with
the disclosed innovation.

US 7,979,252 B2
4

3
FIG. 8 illustrates a methodology of determining when to
initiate selective sampling against a user in accordance with

correlated in close temporal proximity, and whether the

the disclosed innovation.

events and data come from one or several event and data

FIG. 9 illustrates a methodology of determining when to
initiate selective sampling against a user based on invasive
ness and expected utility in accordance with the disclosed

SOUCS.

events and/or stored event data, whether or not the events are

innovation.

FIG. 10 illustrates a methodology of determining a general
category of data in preparation for selective sampling across
disparate datasets in accordance with the disclosed innova

10

tion.

FIG. 11 illustrates a system that employs a machine learn
ing and reasoning component that facilitates automating one
or more features in accordance with the Subject innovation.
FIG. 12 illustrates a lifelong learning framework for train
ing a system alert mediation system that can be employed

below.
15

with the disclosed embodiments.

FIG. 13 illustrates a prompt that can be utilized to probe a
USC.

FIG. 14 illustrates when there is no asymmetry in the risks
and the labeling costs.
FIG. 15 illustrates when only the risks are asymmetric.
FIG. 16 illustrates when the label costs are asymmetric.
FIG. 17 illustrates a block diagram of a computing system
operable to execute the disclosed selective sampling architec

25

ture.

FIG. 18 illustrates a schematic block diagram of an exem
plary computing environment operable to be employed for
the selective sampling architecture.

In operation, data is sampled and stored from different data

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The innovation is now described with reference to the
35

40

tem”, “module” and the like are intended to refer to a com

puter-related entity, either hardware, a combination of hard
ware and software, software, or software in execution. For

example, a component can be, but is not limited to being, a
process running on a processor, a processor, a hard disk drive,
multiple storage drives (of optical and/or magnetic storage
medium), an object, an executable, a thread of execution, a
program, and/or a computer. By way of illustration, both an
application running on a server and the server can be a com
ponent. One or more components can reside within a process
and/or thread of execution, and a component can be localized
on one computer and/or distributed between two or more
computers.

As used herein, terms “to infer and “inference” refergen
erally to the process of reasoning about or inferring states of
the system, environment, and/or user from a set of observa
tions as captured through events and/or data. Inference can be
employed to identify a specific context or action, or can
generate a probability distribution over states, for example.
The inference can be probabilistic—that is, the computation
of a probability distribution over states of interest based on a
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a set of events and/or data. Such inference results in the
construction of new events or actions from a set of observed

sources. The model can be built based on one or more of the
datasets from the different sources or over the total combined

set of data of all the datasets, for example. The model can be
run on the dataset(s) and analyzed as to where the model is
performing poorly. Where the system utilizes user interaction
as a means of gathering a particular dataset, the system can be
selective about what questions are posed to the user in order
to obtain the desired information to enhance the poorly-per
forming data. The system 100 can additionally or alterna
tively choose data from a stream of data associated with
user-system interaction that is being logged in the back
ground.
The data can be sampled from a variety of different
Sources. Such sources include but are not limited to: computer
input devices such as mouse data, keyboard data (e.g., key
strokes data and keystroke speed), video cam data (e.g., user
pose), user Voice characteristics related to microphone
input data (e.g., speech Volume, intonations, inflections, con
tent . . . ), user biometric data (e.g., heart rate, retinal data,
temperature . . . ), and other contextual data such as physical
environment (e.g., humidity, temperature . . . ).
In some embodiments, system 100 can employ lifelong
learning and/or selective sampling. Lifelong learning can
provide training is ongoing over a prolong period and deci
sion can be made continuously about the value of probing
users for the value of unobserved states associated with dif

ferent situations. Selective sampling can utilize a Gaussian
Process classification. Further information relating to life
long learning and selective sampling is provided below.
FIG. 2 illustrates a methodology of enhancing model per
formance in accordance with an aspect. While, for purposes
of simplicity of explanation, the one or more methodologies
shown herein, e.g., in the form of a flow chart or flow diagram,
are shown and described as a series of acts, it is to be under

consideration of data and events. Inference can also refer to

techniques employed for composing higher-level events from

The system 100 can include a modeling component 102
that can be configured to build and run models based on data
104, which can be any type of data Such as application data,
user profile data, tracking data, user state data, user situation
data, and so on. The system 100 can also include a sampling
component 106 that can be configured to sample the data 104
based on failure analysis of the model. For example, where
the model performs above a predetermined criteria over cer
tain data, no further action is necessary. However, where the
model performs poorly over a certain set of data, otheractions
can be invoked. In other words, the areas of poor performance
can drive the focus of the engine. The system 100 is a utility
centric approach to gathering data to maximally enhance the
current model.

30

drawings, wherein like reference numerals are used to refer to
like elements throughout. In the following description, for
purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding thereof. It
may be evident, however, that the innovation can be practiced
without these specific details. In other instances, well-known
structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in
order to facilitate a description thereof.
As used in this application, the terms “component”, “sys

Referring initially to the drawings, FIG. 1 illustrates a
system 100 that facilitates model enhancement in accordance
with an innovative aspect. The system 100 can be used to infer
a computer user's current interruptability based on computer
activity and relevant contextual information. The system 100
can create personalized models that can be utilized to deter
mine a cost of interruption. In some embodiments, system
100 can employ principles of lifelong learning and/or selec
tive supervision, which will be described in more detail

65

stood and appreciated that the Subject innovation is not lim
ited by the order of acts, as some acts may, in accordance
therewith, occur in a different order and/or concurrently with
other acts from that shown and described herein. For
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example, those skilled in the art will understand and appre
ciate that a methodology could alternatively be represented as
a series of interrelated States or events, such as in a state

diagram. Moreover, not all illustrated acts may be required to
implement a methodology in accordance with the innovation.
At 200, data is received, the data can be associated with
user State and/or user situation. At 202, a model is created
based on some or all of the data. At 204, a model is ran or

invoked to test for performance (e.g., accuracy, failure in
accuracy and so forth. At 206, sampling (e.g., selective sam
pling) is performed based on model failure analysis (e.g.,
poor performance over certain data).
Referring now to FIG. 3, there is illustrated a client-based
system 300 that employs an analysis component 302 to facili

tate model enhancement in accordance with an innovative

10

15

aspect. The system 300 includes the modeling and sampling
components (102 and 106) of FIG. 1 for model generation/
execution and sampling as described above. The analysis
component 302 facilitates analysis of how well or how poorly
the model runs based on the current sets of data. The system

server when network connections become available. The use
of a central server can enable the construction of models that

consideractivity on multiple machines that the user may use
at the same or different locations.
FIG. 4 illustrates a client 400 that facilitates selective sam

300 interfaces to an external data store 304 that can store data

related to many different aspects of a system on which the
client is running. The data store 304 can be a mass storage
device (e.g., a hard disk drive, optical storage device . . . )
and/or include faster memory architectures Such as flash
memory, chip memory, and the like. The data 104 can include

25

subsets of the data stored on the data store 304, which has

been retrieved therefrom for model generation and execution.
The client-based system 300 can also interface to an input
component 306 to receive input data from a number of dif
ferent input sources desired for any given application. For
example, in a desktop computing environment, the input
component 306 can encompass user interaction with applica
tions that are currently running, will be launched, and that will
be closed. This further can include how the user interacts

when within a particular application through windows,
menus, what applications are being launched, and so on.
Accordingly, the client 300 can be configured to log each
keystroke and other input device signals (e.g., mouse), appli
cation opening and closing, temporal information (e.g., time
of day, day, date...), location of the computing device (e.g.,
IP address), default user settings for any application in which
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interaction occurs, and so on. This information can be stored

on the data store 304 for later access and processing (e.g.,
model building). Thus, a rich stream of information (e.g.,
desktop events) can be selected and stored for model building
and processing to determine the cost of interruptability.
In another example, where the computing device is a por
table computer, the input component 306 can also receive,
process, and input wireless data to the data store 304. For
example, signal strength data can be received and stored, and
as previously indicated, the number and type of applications
being opened on the computer and user interaction data, for
example. There is no limitation as to the type and amount of
data that can be received by the input component 306 for
model building and testing. For example, image content that
captures the demeanor of the user through facial expressions
during user interaction with the device or system can be
useful in determining the value of information for interrupt
ability.
In another example, where the client is installed on a cel
lular telephone information received and input through the
input component 306 can include signal strength data, user
interaction through the phone keypad, messaging and mes
sage text transmitted and received through the phone, user
settings, time of use, amount of use, calls typically received
and by whom, and so on. The information can be processed

6
for model building, and can be analyzed by the analysis
component 302 to determine in what areas of data the model
may be performing poorly.
These events, along with information drawn from the
user's applications (e.g., a calendar program), wireless sig
nals, and input devices can be combined with self-assess
ments to build a library of cases. The model or models (e.g.,
Bayesian network models) can be trained and periodically
re-trained, for example, to provide real-time inferences about
the cost of notification. The models can be linked to program
ming interfaces that allow other components, such as notifi
cation systems to assess an expected cost of interruption. The
system can be instructed to execute either entirely on a user's
personal computer or other devices, or to alternatively pack
age the information locally and to communicate its logs to a
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pling in accordance with another aspect of the innovation.
The client 400 includes the modeling component 102 for
model generation and execution, the sampling component
106 for sampling data of the data store 304 and/or direct
sampling by the system user, and the analysis component 302
that analyzes the model performance based on the selected
data, as described earlier. Here, the system 400 further
includes a selection component 402 that facilitates the selec
tion of existing stored data and/or the collection of additional
data through the input component 306 desired for improving
on model execution over an existing set of data. In other
words, the selection component 402 can be controlled to
select data from data sources that will enhance performance
of the model in areas in which it is performing poorly.
FIG. 5 illustrates a system 500 that facilitates selective
sampling of data to enhance model performance for deter
mining a cost of interruptability in accordance with another
aspect of the innovation. The system 500 includes the data
store 304 that can store various types and kinds of data 502
(denoted DATA DATA DATA,..., DATA, where Nisan
integer). The data 502 can include data that is retrieved or
logged by an input component 504 Such as input device data,
keypad data, application interaction data, and system data, for
example. The input component 504 can interface directly to
the data store 304 to store the received input data directly into
storage locations. Alternatively, or in combination with the
direct interface to the data store 304, the input component 504
can interface with the data store 304 through a selection
component 506. The section component 506 can facilitate the
selection of sets or subsets of the data 502 already stored in
the data store 304, and/or data from the input component 504
that can be received from direct prompting of the user (e.g., a
pop-up window presented to the user that requests one or
more selections to be made).
For example, a first dataset 508 of the data 502 can be
logged information related to whether the user is typing or
moving and clicking with a mouse. A second dataset 510 of
the data 502 can be logged historical information such as user
interaction with past applications and window titles, for
example. A third dataset 512 can be logged information
related to timing and pattern of Switching between applica
tions and window titles, for example. Other information (up
to DATA) can be logged and stored, the amount of which can
be determined by the particular implementation.
The selection component 506 can allow for model training
data to be selected from a single source (e.g., dataset 508 or
dataset 510) or from multiple sources (e.g., dataset 508 and
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dataset 510). For example, if failure analysis indicates that the
model performs poorly based on data from the first dataset
508, related data can be retrieved form the second dataset 510

and/or the third dataset 512, for example.
Selection by the selection component 506 is not limited to
the stored data 502. Alternatively or additionally, data can be
obtained directly from interaction with the user through the
input component 504. Still alternatively or additionally, data
can be obtained directly from the user and from the stored
data 502.
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Referring now to FIG. 6, there is illustrated a methodology
of initiating selective sampling based on model poor perfor
mance in accordance with the disclosed innovation. At 600, a
model is created and tested based on a first set of data. At 602,

performance results of the model are checked against another
set of data. At 604, if the performance results are poor, flow is
to 606 to determine the data associated with the poor perfor
mance. At 608, selective sampling is initiated. At 610, a new
set of data can be created based on the selective sampling.
This new set of data can be the original set of data plus
additional new data or a totally new set of data that is created
during the selective sampling process. Progress can proceed
to 600 to test the model performance against this new set of
data. If the model results are not poor, as determined by some
predetermined criteria, flow is from 604 to 612 to maintain the
current model. The system can continue to check model per
formance as indicated by flow looping back to 602.
Referring now to FIG. 7, there is illustrated a methodology
of performing selective sampling of stored databased on poor
data in accordance with the disclosed innovation. At 700, a
model is created and tested based on a first set of data. At 702,

performance results of the model are checked against another
set of data. At 704, if the performance results are poor, flow is
to 706 to determine the data associated with the poor perfor
mance. At 708, selective sampling is initiated on the stored
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906 to 908 to determine an invasiveness factor. Invasiveness
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can terminate at this time, and re-initiate at a later time.

Referring now to FIG. 8, there is illustrated a methodology
of determining when to initiate selective sampling against a
user in accordance with the disclosed innovation. At 800,

50

model testing is initiated. At 802, data is split into a training
set and a hold-out set. In one implementation, the training set

At 910, the system initiates selective sampling from the
user based upon the invasiveness factor and an expected util
ity. At 912, a new set of data is generated from the sampling
process. At 914, the model is tested against the new dataset.
Again, if at 906, the model results are determined not to be
poor, as determined by some predetermined criteria, flow is
from is to 916 to maintain the current model. The system can
continue to check model performance, as indicated by flow
looping back to 900.
AS before, the sampling associated with user interaction
can be based on areas of data over which the model performed
poorly. Accordingly, questions Suited to enhancing model
performance for that set of data can be determined and
invoked.

The expected utility can be a measure of the value of the
information reasonably expected to be gained by invasively
engaging the user at a point in time. In other words, where an
agent can be provided that mediates communications and
messaging, principles of expected utility decisionmaking can
be invoked to compute the expected cost of interruption under
uncertainty in taking mediation actions.
Referring now to FIG. 10, there is illustrated a methodol
ogy of determining a general category of data in preparation
for selective sampling across disparate datasets in accordance
with the disclosed innovation. At 1000, a dataset is received

is about 80% of the data and the hold-out set is about 20%.

Other split percentages are within contemplation of the Sub
ject innovation. At 804, model performance is then checked
against the training dataset. At 806, it can be determined
whether performance results are poor. This can be based upon
predetermined criteria. If the results are deemed poor for the
particular dataset, flow is from 806 to 808 to initiate selective
sampling from the user. The sampling associated with user
interaction can be based only on areas of data over which the
model performed poorly. Accordingly, questions Suited to
enhancing model performance for that set of data can be
determined and invoked. At 810, results of the sampling gen
erate a new set of data. At 812, the existing model is tested
against the new dataset. This process can continue until the
model performance meets or exceeds the desired perfor

can be determined from historical information previously
logged. For example, previously logged data can indicate that
the user rarely, if ever, is interrupted at a point in time (e.g.,
early in the morning), during interaction with a particular
application or applications (e.g., a programming language
application that relies on focused attention), based on lack of
Voice data, and so on.

data. At 710, a new set of data can be created based on the

selective sampling of stored data. This new set of data can be
the original set of data plus additional new data or a totally
new set of data that is created during the selective sampling
process. Progress can proceed to 700 to test the model per
formance against this new set of data. If the model results are
not poor, as determined by some predetermined criteria, flow
is from 704 to 712 to maintain the current model. The system
can continue to check model performance as indicated by
flow looping back to 702. It is to be appreciated that flow need
not loop back to continue checking model performance, but
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mance criteria, as could be exhibited by flow looping back to
802 (although not shown this way). If the model results are
not poor, as determined by some predetermined criteria, flow
is from 806 to 814 to maintain the current model. The system
can continue to check model performance as indicated by
flow looping back to 800.
Referring now to FIG.9, there is illustrated a methodology
of determining when to initiate selective sampling against a
user based on invasiveness and expected utility in accordance
with the disclosed innovation. At 900, model testing is initi
ated. At 902, data is split into a training set and a hold-outset.
In one implementation, the training set is about 80% of the
data and the hold-out set is about 20%. Other split percent
ages are within contemplation of the Subject innovation. At
904, model performance is checked against the training
dataset. At 906, it is determined if model performance results
are poor. This can be based upon predetermined criteria. If the
results are deemed poor for the particular dataset, flow is from
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that is associated with poor model performance.
The dataset can include data sampled from disparate
datasets, although related in a general way. For example,
assume that the dataset includes all data logged during a time
span ranging from 8 AM to 9 AM. This can be inferred, based
on a certain category of individual (e.g., a programmer), to be
a time at which the cost of interruptability would be high. The
cost can be computed based on a wide variety of factors or
criteria. For example, for this individual, it has been deter
mined from historical data that he or she typically begins
interacting with their office computer during these morning
times. Additionally, from accessing logged data associated
with the individual’s e-mail program, it is known that the
individual normally does not process (e.g., read or send)
e-mail at this time. Still further, it is known from logged data
that the people with whom the individual normally interacts
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used herein also is inclusive of statistical regression that is
utilized to develop models of priority.
As will be readily appreciated from the subject specifica
tion, the Subject embodiments can employ classifiers that are
explicitly trained (e.g., through a generic training data) as
well as implicitly trained (e.g., by observing user behavior,
receiving extrinsic information). For example, SVMs are
configured through a learning or training phase within a clas

through e-mail or telephone, for example, do not arrive at
their work locations until after 9 AM.

Accordingly, the library of datasets can include a first
dataset associated with e-mail interaction, a second dataset

associated with input device activity, a third dataset associ
ated with other user activity with which the individual nor
mally communicates, and so on. Thus, during this span of
time between 8 AM and 9 AM, the dataset used to train and

test the model can be the data sampled during this time from
at least these three different datasets (or cases).
At 1002, the data is analyzed to determine a general cat
egory of interest. For example, this can be a more focused
category of with which applications is the individual interact
ing. At 1004, the system can initiate selective sampling
directly to the individual. Alternatively, the system could not
only go back and include some of the already-selected data,
but sample other data from other data cases, thereby generat
ing a new dataset over which the model performance can be
tested. These and other data can be compiled to further deter
mine the cost of interruptability of this individual at this time.
At 1006, the model is tested on the new dataset, and perfor

sifier constructor and feature selection module. Thus, the
10

teria.
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FIG. 12 illustrates a lifelong learning framework for train
ing a system alert mediation system 1200 that can be
employed with the disclosed embodiments. Predictive user
models often utilize a phase of effortful supervised training
where cases are tagged with labels that represent the status of
unobservable variables. Lifelong learning can provide ongo
ing training over a prolonged period. In lifelong learning,
decisions can be made continuously about the value of prob
ing users for the values of unobserved States associated with
different situations. The learning can continually weigh the
cost of interrupting the user with probes (or prompts) for
unobservable states with the long-term benefits of acquiring a
new label.
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Other directed and undirected model classification

approaches include, e.g., naive Bayes, Bayesian networks,
decision trees, neural networks, fuzzy logic models, and
probabilistic classification models providing different pat
terns of independence can be employed. Classification as

In another example, the LR component 1102 can be
employed to reason and infer about which stored data cases
can be sampled, and whether to employ selective sampling
directly from the user. This reasoning and inference process
can be based on user profile information, time (e.g., hour, day,
week . . . ) or time span, desktop activities, recent history of
user activity related to applications and application windows,
file types and/or file names with which the user interacts, and

30 SO. O.

model execution over a set of data. In other words, the selec

tion component 1112 can be controlled to select data from
data sources (e.g., disparate, direct user interaction) that will
enhance performance of the model in areas in which it is
performing poorly. Here, the selection component 1112 is
disposed between the LR component 1102 and the sampling
component 1106 such that the LR component 1102 controls
sampling across one or more data sources (e.g., disparate,
direct user interaction).
The Subject embodiments (e.g., in connection with selec
tion) can employ various LR-based schemes for carrying out
various aspects thereof. For example, a process for determin
ing how to function based on invasiveness can be facilitated
through an automatic classifier system and process. A classi
fier is a function that maps an input attribute vector. X (X1,X2,
X3, X4, Xin), to a class label class(X). The classifier can also
output a confidence that the input belongs to a class, that is,
f(X) confidence(class(X)). Such classification can employ a
probabilistic and/or statistical-based analysis (e.g., factoring
into the analysis utilities and costs) to prognose or infer an
action that a user desires to be automatically performed.
A support vector machine (SVM) is an example of a clas
sifier that can be employed. The SVM operates by finding a
hypersurface in the space of possible inputs that splits the
triggering input events from the non-triggering events in an
optimal way. Intuitively, this makes the classification correct
for testing data that is near, but not identical to training data.

For example, when the invasiveness factor is determined to
be high, the system can learn that the cost of interruptability
will be high. Accordingly, the LR component 1102 can be
employed to decide that interrupting the user should be post
poned to a later time, when the cost may not be so high.
Alternatively, the system can determine that if user interrup
tion is to proceed, that the number of prompts and/or timing
between when the prompts are presented, are restricted or
minimized.

mance results noted.

FIG. 11 illustrates a system 1100 that employs a machine
learning and reasoning (LR) component 1102 that facilitates
automating one or more features in accordance with the Sub
ject innovation. The system 1100 facilitates selective sam
pling and includes a modeling component 1104 for model
generation and execution, the sampling component 1106 for
sampling data of a data store 1108 and/or direct sampling by
the system user, and an analysis component 1110 that ana
lyzes the model performance based on the selected data, as
described earlier. Here, the system 1100 further includes a
selection component 1112 that facilitates the selection of
existing Stored data and/or the collection of additional data
through an input component 1114 desired for improving on

classifier(s) can be employed to automatically learn and per
form a number of functions according to predetermined cri
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System 1200 can apply a decision-theoretic approach to
guide experience sampling, centering on taking a value-of
information perspective. Thus, user-modeling systems can be
built that have the ability to perform lifelong learning by
continuing to leverage current knowledge to make decisions
about if and when to probe users for feedback. This can be
performed in an efficient manner and allows ongoing updates
of a user model given potential changes in users, tasks, and
challenges.
FIG. 12 illustrates a lifelong learning framework in a sche
matic manner. At the core of the framework is a predictive
user model 1202 that can be configured to determine how to
handle incoming alerts 1204. The predictive user model 1202
can be configured to adapt and to learn continuously from the
user 1206, which can be performed by sending requests to the
user 1206 (e.g., prompts, probes, and so forth). System can be
divided into two inter-related phases of analysis: a real-time
usage phase 1208 and a training phase 1210. These phases
1208, 1210 can run at substantially the same time while
relying on each other.
System 1200 can encounter many alerts 1204 and the real
time usage phase 1208 attempts to take appropriate actions
when alerts 1204 arrive. Relaying an alert 1204 to the user
1206 is provided at the cost of interruption, which is a func
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tion of the user state. Upon receiving an alert 1204 the system
1200 (e.g., through its real-time usage phase 1208) can either
relay the alert 1204 at substantially the same time it is
received, defer its delivery, or handle the alert 1204 in some
other way. Each of the differentactions can be associated with
a utility. Thus, real-time usage phase 1208 can attempt to
maximize the expected value (or minimize the expected cost)
of the handling of messages.
Thus, U(a, A) can be used to refer to the utility gained by
taking an action A on an alert of type a. I(S, A) can be used to
refer to the cost of interruption that occurs when the system

12
be determined according to a maximization of the expected
value of information (VOI). A default situation will first be
considered where no triaging system was available to handle
incoming messages. In the absence of a mediation system, the
user can be alerted by all messages, (AA). The system
can be introduced to increase the expected utility of the user.
Thus, let S be the true state of the user. For each alert a the
utility gained in the absence of the alert mediation system is:
10

Equation 2

Let A* be the action selection according to the policy
described above with reference to Equation 1. Then, for a user
states predicted by the user model, the utility achieved by the
system is:

1200 takes the action A when the user is in a state of inter

ruptability s. Upon receiving an alert 1204, the optimal
action, A, is the action associated with maximum expected
utility. Assuming decomposability of costs and benefits, the
ideal action can be computed as:

'(a.s.l.)=U(a,Adelive.)-(see Adelive.)
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The value that the system provides given an alerta is:
A* = argmax
U (a, A)- is, A)p(SE)
A.

V*(als)-V'(a.s.l.)

Equation 1

S

The user states cannot be directly observed, however sys
tem 1200 can have access to the evidence E about a user's

context and activity from an event system. The user model
constructed with data already available can be utilized to
predict the probability distribution p(sIE) over the sets of
states of interruptability. The dependability of the computa
tion of the best action for the system 1200 during usage can
depend upon the accuracy of the user model.
The user model, which can compute the probability over
user states, p(sIE), can be constructed with one of several
statistical machine-learning procedures. These procedures
can associate patterns of evidence with the States of the user.
Examples of machine-learning procedures include Bayesian
networks, binary classification systems, Support vector
machines (SVMs), and decision trees. As the posterior prob
ability, p(SIE), plays a role in the lifelong learning process, a
probabilistic methodology, Such as Bayesian networks or
Gaussian Process (GP) classification can be employed.
A goal of the training phase 1210 or cycle can be to train
and to refine the user model by seeking labeled cases from the
user. Increasing the number and representativeness of cases
may increase the accuracy of the user model. Unfortunately,
requesting feedback from the user can result in an interrup
tion; therefore, there is a cost that can vary depending on the
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the buffer of unlabeled data points e-E,..., E} that

represents the recent distribution of data points, the total gain
in utility with the use of the system can be computed as:
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Note that the state of the users for all Eee, might not be
known, thus, system should marginalize overs by consider
ing the conditional posterior p(SIE). A current predictive user
model can be relied upon to provide an appropriate estimate
of p(sIE).
Further, it should be noted that the further stream of alerts

and the particular incoming alerts a, associated with each
situation E, might not be known with certainty. Thus, the
likelihood of the different alerts, p(a) should be considered
and marginalized over a. Thus, the system should learn a
model for the distribution of alerts. A Beta distribution can be

employed to model the probability for the case where there
are two kinds of alerts (e.g., a 0 or a-1). It should be noted
that this can be easily generalized to more than two values
using, for example, a Dirichlet distribution. Specifically, if
P(a=1)=q, the system can model the distribution of future
alerts as:

cases e, {E. . . . , E, with labels S, {s1, ..., S. Each

E, denotes evidence capturing desktop activities and context
and s, denotes the state of the user. Most learning methods
focus on minimizing Such metrics as classification accuracy.
However, the comprehensiveness of the disclosed embodi
ments can build a lifelong learning system that is sensitive to
both the predictive accuracy as well as the cost of interrupting
the user with probes.
The system can determine whether to seek information
from the user about their state given E. Summarizing the
current user activity. The decision to proceed with a probe can

Equation 5

dau =

COInteXt.

The value of probing (VOP) for a situation is the expected
gain in the long-term utility of a system given a probe. The
computation of the value of probing at any moment is based
on (1) the available labeled training set, (2) the current set of
observations, (3)a characterization of the instances facing the
system over time, and (4) a specified period of time of system
usage being considered, which can range from a specific
duration of time to the expected lifetime of the system.
For example, assume the system already has n training

Equation 4

Next, the expected gain in utility for future alerts can be
calculated. This quantity can be approximated by using an
empirical mean of the utility gained over the labeled e, and
the unlabeled cases e. It should be noted that a user's pattern
of activity may not be stationary over time; as time
progresses, a user might acquire new behaviors. A system
should be configured to adapt to these potential dynamics.
Non-stationarity in activities can be addressed by utilizing a
moving buffere that can Summarize recent user activity and
provide a means for modeling a current underlying distribu
tion of a user's behavior. Given the labeled data pointse, and
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P(q) = Beta (a, b) =

B(a, b)

g'(1 - gy

Equation 6

Here, qe0, 1, B() is the Beta function with C. and B as
parameters. Logically, C. and B correspond to the number of
alerts encountered so far such that a-1 and a-0 respectively.
Initially, there is no available information about the propor
tions of alerts. Thus, C.-0 and B=0. It should be noted that
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these values of C. and B lead P(q) to be a uniform distribution,
representing an uninformative prior. As the system encoun
ters more alerts, it updates C. and B, thus, maintaining an
up-to-date belief about the proportions of urgent alerts that
the system might encounter.
Given the gains in utility computed by considering the
labeled points and the unlabeled points J, the expected value
of a system (EVS) associated with each incoming alert as the
average gain per alert:
EWS =

14
28

Ji,

10

15

The EVS per incoming alert can be converted into an EV
S per second, which can represent the rate at which value is
being delivered by the system, given the expected rate of
incoming alerts.
Following a user response to a probe for the label of the
new point, the predictive user model can be refined and again
in the total expected value that the system would be delivering
on each alert might be discovered. However, the cost of the
probe should be considered. The difference in the gain and the

Here J'" is the gain in utility when E, is considered
labeled as s. To calculate J'", the predictive model can be
retrained by considering E labeled as S in the training set.
Similarly, the expectation of C, can be used as the costs of
labeling vary with the user state. Thus, given VOP for the
new point E, the user can be interrupted if VOP20. This
can help ensure that the system learns continuously while
working to minimize interruptions to the user.
An instantiation of the lifelong learning principles for an
alert mediation system will now be discussed. Assume that
there are two kinds of alerts: urgent (a-1) and non-urgent
(a=0). Next, assume there are two kinds of actions the system
can take: either deliver the alert (A=1) or hold back (A-0).
Further, for simplicity assume that the utility of an alert of
type a is a function of its urgency if delivered instantly. That
is,

25

U (a, A = 1) =

cost guides the selection of cases to label. Let Clf” be the

cost that will be incurred when the user is interrupted by a
probe. For simplicity, assume that the cost of the interruption
for the probe, similar to the cost of interruption for alerts, only
depends upon the user state.
An optimization horizon k defines the duration of system
usage considered in the learning optimization. k refers to the

30

number of future alerts that should be handled. This value is

selected according to the time frame that the user wishes to
optimize over. For example, a user may wish to have the
system probe So as to optimize the value of the system over

35

two weeks. k determines the tradeoff between the acute cost

of a probe and the long-term benefits associated with the
expected improvements of system performance by refining
the model using the additional case. A large k value typically
causes the system to probe the user a great deal early on, while
a Small k value might make the system reluctant to ask for
supervision. The value of probing (VOP) the new point E,
can be defined as the gain in the total expected value that the
system is expected to deliver for the kalerts subtracted by the
cost of probing:
VOP(E)=k (EVS-EVS)-C,

probe
&

40

if a is urgent
Gig
upon if a is not urgent

dences.

whether the user is busy or not, thus, there is se{1,2}, where

s=1 (s. 2) corresponds to the state that the user is busy (not
busy). In this example, a binary classifier can be utilized as the
predictive user model. The GP classification can be used as it
directly models the predictive conditional distribution p(sIE).
Next, I(S, A) the cost of interruption by taking an action A
is defined. When the system holds back (A=0), there is no
interruption so (I(a, A=0)=0). However, the cost of interrup
tion is different when the alert is relayed to the user in differ
ent States:

45

busy

if the user is busy
if the user is not busy

Equation 11
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Usually, I.2I and it can be assumed that u, eu,
--ro

which means that the utility of the urgent alerts is greater than
the utility of the non-urgent alerts. In situations where

u,22u21,
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The expression for VOP, should be computed before the
label for E is known. Note that EVS and J. cannot be
computed before the actual label S, is known. Similarly,

the optimal policy can be to not

deliver the alert if the user is busy unless the alert is urgent.
If an alert is non-urgent and the system correctly detects
that the user was busy, then by the optimal policy the alert will
not be sent to the user and cost of not notifying the user of the
alert (u,) will be expended. However in the absence of such
a system and the predictive user model, the alert is sent to the
user and the high cost of interrupting the user when the user is

busy (I) will be expended. Thus, the net gain of the system
being: G"-I-u, Here, G," denotes the gain in

C?” cannot be computed as the costs of labels are dif

ferent for different classes. To address this, Jr.'" for the new
data point should be approximated with an expectation of the
empirical gain:

Equation 10

It can be assumed that the utility of the message is lost if the
system decides to hold back (e.g., U(a, A=0)=0 for any a).
However, the system should know if the alert received is
urgent or not to make this determination. There are various
schemes from classification of personal messages to manual
tagging by the sender, which can be used to determine the
urgency of the messages. Further, it should be detected

Equation 8

Here EVS denotes the total expected value of the sys
tem delivered per alert should a label for E be acquired
from the user. The VOP quantifies the gain in utility that can
be obtained by interrupting the user. Thus, system should be
configured to interrupt the user when VOP20. This
approach is unique because other active learning techniques
have focused on minimizing the classification error. It should
be noted that this computation of VOP assumes stationarity
in the distribution of cases and associated patterns of evi

Equation 9

S

Equation 7

dall
let -- e.

slipts|E)
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utilities when classifying the user state belonging to classi as
j while handling a non-urgent alert. Similarly, consider the
scenario when a non-urgent alert was received and the system
misclassified the user state as busy when the user was not

US 7,979,252 B2
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busy. The system will not deliver the alert; consequently,
G'=l-u. Note, that in real-world situations usually
the cost of interruption when the user is not busy is low; thus
Isu, Suggesting that G's0. It should be noted that
system can relay all alerts when the user is not busy and can
relay all the urgent alerts irrespective of the user state. Con
sequently, there might be no net gain in utilities for these
cases. The system can provide gain in utilities for the alerts
that are non-urgent as urgentalerts can be delivered to the user
irrespective of the user state. The system can maintain the
Beta distribution over the set of urgent and non-urgent mes
sages. Thus, equation 5 above can reduce down to:

16
by w classifies a test point X according to: sign (f(x)), where

f(x)—w'X. Given a set of training data points X ={x1,..., x),

with class labels T, {t1, . . . , t), where te{1, -1}. A

O

5

1

10

15

p3
Jai =
a + p3

popular manner of learning the parameters (w) is to solve the
Tikhonov regularization:

Equation 12

min Allwil + XV(f(x), ti)
w

it.

Here, w is the regularization constant and V(f(X),t) denotes
a loss function. Thus, the quantity to be minimized is the
regularized empirical loss. SVM is a special case of this
framework where the loss function is the hinge loss. For

example, V(f(x),t)=1-t-f(x), where Iki max(0.k).

Gaussian Process methods provide a popular alternative
for classification. With this approach, the goal is to infer the
posterior distribution over the set of all possible classifiers
given the training set:

Here, p, p(s=1|E), the probability that the user is busy given
the evidence E, and L are the indices points labeled as class
1 (busy) by the system. The term

p(w.f.) = p(w)
25

p3
C --

p(t, w, xii)

Equation 15

ie.

p3

appears in the equation as the gain that occurs for the non
urgent alerts and allows system to consider the likelihood of
receiving a non-urgent alert while computing the total gain
Jaii.
A prompt can be utilized to probe the user, similar to the
prompt 1300 illustrated in FIG. 13. This can be a pop-up
prompt 1300 that can be provided to request an assessment of
the users interruptability. When the system is placed in a
training mode, the system intermittently probes users with a
pop-up form, similar to the prompt 1300 illustrated. The
prompt can occurat random times and can be constrained to

30
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incurred when the user is interrupted to label the current
instance E. It can be assumed that the cost of probing
depends upon the user state, that is:
45

Cprobe -

Cprobe
bitsy

if the user is busy
Cprobe
E" if the user is not busy

on the weights: w-NO, I). The prior imposes a smoothness

constraint and acts as a regularizer such that it provides higher
probability to the labeling that respects the similarity between
the data points. The likelihood terms p(t,w,x) incorporates
the information from the labeled data and there can be many
different forms of distribution that can be chosen from. A

|(-) denotes the cumulative density function of the standard
normal distribution. Thus, the posterior can have a preference
for those parameters that have Small norm and are consistent
with the training data.
Computing the posterior p(wl. T), is non-trivial and
approximate interference techniques such as Assumed Den
sity Filtering (ADF) or Expectation Propagation (EP) might
be utilized. The intent of ADF is to approximate the posterior

p(w|G, T,) as a Gaussian distribution (e.g., p(wl X,

Equation 13

T,)- N(w, X). Similarly, EP is another approximate inter

50

Thus, principles of lifelong learning can be employed with
the disclosed embodiments, wherein training is ongoing over
extended periods of a systems use and the best predictive
models available to data can be used to guide Supervision.
Lifelong learning can harness the value of information to
make decisions about probing users for states that are not
available to system.
Additionally or alternatively, selective supervision learn
ing can be utilized with the disclosed embodiments. Such
selective supervision can guide the effort for labeling data to
obtain the greatest boosts in discriminatory power with
increasing amounts of effort.
In order to fully appreciate the selective supervision learn
ing disclosed herein, basics of Gaussian Process classifica
tion will now be presented. A linear classifier parameterized

Here, p(w) corresponds to the prior distribution over the
classifiers and usually is selected so as to prefer parameters w
that have a small norm. Assuming a spherical Gaussian prior

choice can be the probit likelihood: p(tiw,x)=(tw'x). Here

an overall rate that is set by the user. The cost C.” that is

28-

Equation 14

i

ference technique. EP is a generalization of ADF, where the
approximation obtained from ADF is refined using an itera
tive message passing scheme.

Given the approximate posterior p(wl X. T)-N (w,x.),
the mean w of the distribution can be chosen as the point
classifier. The mean, which can also be called the Bayes point,

55
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classifies a test point according to: sign(w'X).

Both Tikhonov regularization and the Gaussian Process
classification can be extended to non-linear classification by
using a process known as a kernel trick. In particular, the prior
p(w) can be viewed as a regularizer and the likelihood terms
are in correspondence with the loss function. This can hold
true for those loss functions, which can induce valid prob
ability distributions.
The above discussed Gaussian Process classification uti

65

lizes the weights perspective. Another process perspective
that can result by assuming that there exist latent random

variables y={y. . . . . y} arising due to a Gaussian Process
y—w p(x). Here p(x) is the feature expansion and for the
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linear classification case is simply: (p(X)=X. Assuming a Gaus
sian prior on the weights w, leads to a distribution over the

JEF = ieLUU
X life, R. (1-p!") + 1

latent variablesy, which is also jointly Gaussian:y-N(0.K).
Here K-K) is the kernel matrix defined by the inner prod
lucts: K-p(x,)'.(p(x). It should be noted that linear classifica

belongs to class+1. Since this distribution might not be avail

able, J., “s.J., can be approximated using the current clas
sification model: p"sp, p(sign(f(x))=1|X). It should be
10

A byproduct of utilizing the Gaussian Process classifica
tion framework can be to also obtain a predictive distribution

w

noted that p, is the predictive distribution already available if
the Gaussian Process classification (Equation 16) is being
used.

15

p(sign(f(x)) = 1 | x) =

Equation 17

Here, p", is the true conditional probability that X,

tions (e.g., p(x)=x) have been considered in this discussion.
Both the process perspective and the weights perspective are
Substantially the same and it can be easy to kernelize the
Gaussian Process classification to handle non-linear cases.

Rap!"

Equation 16

Alternatively, a different approximation can be used by
considering the interpretation of p, as the probability with
which X, is classified as +1. Here the total risk for the labeled
and the unlabeled set is decomposed. Specifically, first the
total risk on all the labeled data points can be computed as:

x X x+ 1
J L = X R12(1-pi) + X R21 pi
ie.

Unlike other classifiers, the Gaussian Process classifica

tion models the predictive conditional distribution p(t|X)
making it easy to compute the actual conditional probabilities
without any calibrations or post-processing. Probabilistic
interpretations have been made of other kernel classifiers
such as SVM and other attempts that map the output of the
classifiers directly to the probability. The disclosed embodi
ments can use this predictive distribution in an active learning
framework to compute expected risks and quantify the value

25

Most classification techniques focus on minimizing the
classification error. However, preferences about the relative
numbers of false positives and false negatives associated with
a classification system can vary by person and task. Further
more, in the real-world, these preferences can be expressed in
terms of currency and the aim in these scenarios is to mini
mize the expected cost for the given classification task. Addi
tionally, in the real-world there is a cost to obtain labeled
training data, which can vary for different class labels or other
problem dependent variables.
The goal is to quantify the value of knowing the label of a
data point and use it as a guiding principal in the active
learning framework. Knowing the label of one or more cur
rently unlabeled points may assist in mitigating the total risk
in the classification task. However, the difference in the

reduction in the total expected cost of the use of the classifier,
which can be referred to as the risk, and the cost of acquiring
a new label and its expected value of information for learning

Here L and L are the indices of positively and negatively
labeled points respectively. Besides the labeled points, the
total risk on the unlabeled data points can be approximated as:
iiie
+ R21 pi . (1 - p.gue)

30

of information.
35

Equation 18

ie.

Equation 19

spite
Again, p.'"
can be approximated by p, and thus, an approxi
mation to the total risk on the unlabeled data points can be
computed as:

Ju is X (R12 + R21)(1 -pi) pi

Equation 20

ie U

40

45

50

Resulting in J. J.-J. Now, let C, denote the cost of
knowing the class label of X. In this detailed description it
will be assumed that the costs C, and the risks RandR, are
in the same currency. It should be noted that this assumption
does not impose constraints as different currencies can be
transformed into a single utility by using appropriate conver
sion according to real world conventions.
Given the total risks on the labeled and unlabeled points J.
and the labeling costs, the expected costs associated with a
classification system can be computed as the Sum of the total
risk and the total cost of obtaining the labels for the training
data.

the label.

For simplicity, this discussion will focus on two-class dis
crimination problems. However, the disclosed methods can
be generalized to handle the multiple classes. The risk matrix

55

Assuming that the label set X with labels T, is given, an
unlabeled set
{x1, ... x}. If f(x) is the classifier

Equation 21

ie.

R=|ReIR*, is defined, where R, denotes the cost or risk

associated with classifying a data point belonging to classi as
j. The index 2 is used to denote the class label-1. It is assumed
that the diagonal elements of Rare Zero (e.g., there is no cost
associated with correct classification).

U = t + X C;

60

Upon querying the new point, a reduction in the total risk
might be found. However, a cost is incurred when a label is
queried and computing the difference in these quantities
guides the selection of cases to label. Formally, the value of

information (VOI) associated with an unlabeled point x, is

65

defined as reduction in the total risk subtracted by the cost of
obtaining the label:

trained and the labeled set, the true total risk J'? can be
computed on all the labeled and the unlabeled data points.

VOI(x)=U-U=(J.-J.7)-C,

Equation 22
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of labelings are equal for both the classes. The unlabeled
points are shown as black circles (unlabelled) and the radii
correspond to the VOI of that point. As illustrated in FIG. 14,
the points that are nearest to the decision boundary are the
ones with the highest VOI. Choosing the points that would
minimize the objective for the case of equal risks corresponds
to selection of query points that would minimize the classifi
cation error; hence, the points at the decision boundary are the

Here U and Jif denote the total expected cost and the total

misclassification risk respectively if x, is considered labeled.

The VOI quantifies the gain in utilities in terms of the real
world currency that can be obtained by querying a point.
Therefore, the strategy might be to choose the point that has
the highest value of information. This can result in minimi
zation of the total cost U that consists of the total risk in

misclassification as well as the labeling cost. It should be
noted that this approach differs from the above methods in
active learning where the focus was to minimize the classifi

10

cation error.

Now,x, will be considered for querying. The expression for
VOI should be computed before knowing the label for x, and
the total risk J should not be computed before knowing the
actual labelt. Consequently, the term.J., if is approximated for
thei" data point with an expectation of the empirical risk as:

15

Ji-pV"J/(1-p). Here Jif" and Jif denote the total

risks when X, is labeled as class 1 and class -1 respectively.
To calculate these risks, first compute p' the resulting
posterior probability upon adding x, as a positively labeled

example in the active set, which allows for computing of

J7", the total risk when x, is assumed to be positively

labeled. Similar computations follow for Ji', as well. Thus,
given the VOI for the unlabeled points, the strategy is to select
the point that has the highest value of information:
ise = arginix
VOI(x)
fe
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Whenever VOI(x,) is less than Zero, there is a condition

where knowing a label does not reduce the total cost. Thus,
this situation can be employed as the stopping criterion for the

points to query based on the VOI criterion on a representative,
toy data set. The different figures correspond to three cases.
FIG. 14 illustrates when there is no asymmetry in the risks
and the labeling costs (Equal Risk (RF1, R=1) and Equal
Label Cost (C=1, C-1)). FIG. 15 illustrates when only the
risks are asymmetric (Asymmetric Risk (RF1, R=10) and
Equal Label Cost (C=1, C=1)). FIG. 16 illustrates when the
label costs are asymmetric (Equal Risk (R-1, R=1) and
Equal Label Cost (C=1, C=1.25)). The columns of each
figure correspond to sequential selection of points to label

available labels.

The sample data consists of two halfmoons, where the top
half of each plot belongs to class one and the bottom half to
the class -1. This simulation starts with a few points that are
already labeled and are represented as squares (labeled as
1402, 1502, and 1602) for class 1 and triangles (labeled as
1404, 1504, and 1604) for the class -1. The different FIGS.
14, 15 and 16, correspond to different settings of risks (R-

of the old posterior multiplied by the likelihood term for the

j" data point. That is
40

p"w|Atu, 7 U+1}) as x(e. y where wit and X.
w

w

are respectively the mean and the covariance of p(wl,
45

T,) (1 w"x). This is Substantially the same as performing

ADF starting with the old posteriorp(wl X, TT,) and incor
porating the likelihood term U(1-w'x) and does not need

O(n) operations to compute VOI for each unlabeled data

50

point. Similar computations can be utilized to approximate

55

The underlying classifier above is based on Gaussian Pro
cesses and it can be easily extended for the semi-supervised
case. Specifically, at the core in the Gaussian Process classi

fication is the kernel matrix K, where entry K, encodes the
similarity between the i' and thei" data points. Rather than
using K as the similarity matrix for Gaussian Process classi
fication, the inverse of the transformed Laplacian can be

60

and R) and labeling costs. It is assumed that C and C are

the costs for querying points that belong to class +1 and -1
respectively. FIG. 14 illustrates a sequential selection of three
points (represented as squares (1402, 1502, and 1602) and
triangles, (1404, 1504, and 1604)), when the risks and the cost

training set. In the proposed method, VOI is computed for
every unlabeled data point, thus EP can be performed twice
for every point under consideration.
A faster alternative can be to use ADF to compute the
approximation of the new posterior over the classifier rather
than doing full EP. Specifically, to compute the new posterior

p'"(wl X, U, {T, U+1}), compute the Gaussian projection
35

based on the VOI criterion.

The (blue) squares, represented as 1402, 1502, and 1602,
(class 1) and the (cyan) triangles, represented as 1404, 1504,
and 1604, (class -1) represent points that were already
labeled. The (red) squares and triangles, represented as 1406,
1506, and 1606 are the new points selected. The black circles
(not labeled) represent the unlabeled points and the radii
corresponds to the VOI at that point. The (green) line (1408,
1508, 1608) denotes the decisions boundary based on the

FIG. 15 illustrate the case when it is more expensive to
misclassify a point belonging to class -1. Due to this asym
metry in risks, the algorithm chooses the three points that
belong to class -1 but are also close to the decision boundary.
FIG. 16 depicts the case, when obtaining a label for a point in
class -1 is twice as expensive to obtain the label for a point
belonging to class 1. The VOI is highest for those points that
are more likely to belong to class 1, but are close to the
decision boundary. Thus, the VOI criterion can be effectively
used to guide the Supervision such that it minimizes the opera
tion cost as well as the training cost of a classification system.
As discussed above ADF or EP can be utilized to perform
approximate inference for the Gaussian Process classification
task. However, the proposed scheme for selecting unlabeled
points is computationally expensive. The computational

complexity for EP is O(n), where n is the size of labeled

Equation 23

method. FIGS. 14-16 illustrate the selection of unlabeled

one that are the most informative.

utilized, which is:

Here, D is the diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements
65

are: D, X.K., and Od-0 is added to remove the Zero eigenvalue
from the spectrum of r(A). Instead of computing similarity
directly through the kernel K, the inverse of the transformed
Laplacian computes the similarity over a manifold. Thus, the
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unlabeled data points assist in classification by populating the
manifold and using the similarity over the manifold to guide
the decision boundary.
For example and not limitation, the selective Supervision
methods can be employed to build a system that can classify
Voice mails as urgent/non-urgent, personal/non-personal and
to detect if the caller is calling from a mobile phone. This
system can be useful for many tasks including prioritizing
Voice mails, automatically redirecting calls, Voice mail Sum
marization, and so forth.
Given Voice mail, first features are extracted that can assist

in the classification task. Specifically, the prosody and meta
level information that accompanies a voice mail are reviewed.
The prosodic features can include duration of silence, dura
tion of Voiced segment, absolute pitch, length of productive
segment, length of pause, change in pitch during productive
segments (the foregoing can include max, min, mean and
variance) and rate features (e.g., syllable, silence, productive
segments, pauses). The meta level information can include
information such as “Is Weekend?”, “Is AM on a work day?'
“Is PM on a work day'?” “Is after hours on a work day?”,
“Size in bytes”, “Size in seconds', and “Is external caller?”.
There is a large amount of information in prosody. For
example, higher syllable rate (e.g., fast production of speech)
as opposed to slow speech with many pauses can indicate that
the caller is not a close acquaintance. Also, pitch information
(e.g., changes, range, and so forth) can indicate a sense of
urgency, cues about the emotional State of the caller and other
useful information that can be used to classify the voice mails.
Given a Voice mail, a pitch tracker is ran and the prosodic

22
those skilled in the art will appreciate that the inventive meth
ods can be practiced with other computer system configura
tions, including single-processor or multiprocessor computer
systems, minicomputers, mainframe computers, as well as
personal computers, hand-held computing devices, micro
processor-based or programmable consumer electronics, and
the like, each of which can be operatively coupled to one or
more associated devices.
10

15

Volatile and non-volatile media, removable and non-remov

able media. By way of example, and not limitation, computer
readable media can comprise computer storage media and
communication media. Computer storage media includes
both volatile and non-volatile, removable and non-removable
25

30
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extracted. This feature can be an indicator that the voice mail
concerns issues at work.

As illustrated and discussed, the problem of selecting unla
beled points to query based on the value of information cri

45

teria has been considered. The risks of misclassification and

cost of obtaining labels can be used to quantify the value in
terms of utilities of knowing a label of an unlabeled point.
Using this value as the guiding principle, the framework
based on Gaussian Process classification is applied to the task
of classifying Voice mails as one example.
Referring now to FIG. 17, there is illustrated a block dia
gram of a computer operable to execute the disclosed archi
tecture. In order to provide additional context for various
aspects thereof, FIG. 17 and the following discussion are
intended to provide a brief, general description of a suitable
computing environment 1700 in which the various aspects of
the innovation can be implemented. While the description
above is in the general context of computer-executable
instructions that may run on one or more computers, those
skilled in the art will recognize that the innovation also can be
implemented in combination with other program modules

50
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and/or as a combination of hardware and software.

Generally, program modules include routines, programs,
components, data structures, etc., that perform particular
tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Moreover,

media implemented in any method or technology for storage
of information Such as computer-readable instructions, data
structures, program modules or other data. Computer storage
media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM,

features can be extracted.
Metalevel information can also be extracted from the voice

mails. Specifically, from the voice mail features that indicate
the day and the time when the voice mail was received can be
easily extracted. This information can be useful in distin
guishing work related Voice mails from personal Voice mails.
Similarly, the time information can be used to predict calls
that are urgent since calls received at certain hours might be
expected to be important. Additionally, the size of the voice
mail in bytes can be considered as well as the length of the
message in seconds. Finally, features that indicate whether
the caller is calling within a private organization can be

The illustrated aspects of the innovation may also be prac
ticed in distributed computing environments where certain
tasks are performed by remote processing devices that are
linked through a communications network. In a distributed
computing environment, program modules can be located in
both local and remote memory storage devices.
A computer typically includes a variety of computer-read
able media. Computer-readable media can be any available
media that can be accessed by the computer and includes both
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flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital
video disk (DVD) or other optical disk storage, magnetic
cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other mag
netic storage devices, or any other medium which can be used
to store the desired information and which can be accessed by
the computer.
With reference again to FIG. 17, the exemplary environ
ment 1700 for implementing various aspects includes a com
puter 1702, the computer 1702 including a processing unit
1704, a system memory 1706 and a system bus 1708. The
system bus 1708 couples system components including, but
not limited to, the system memory 1706 to the processing unit
1704. The processing unit 1704 can be any of various com
mercially available processors. Dual microprocessors and
other multi-processor architectures may also be employed as
the processing unit 1704.
The system bus 1708 can be any of several types of bus
structure that may further interconnect to a memory bus (with
or without a memory controller), a peripheral bus, and a local
bus using any of a variety of commercially available bus
architectures. The system memory 1706 includes read-only
memory (ROM) 1710 and random access memory (RAM)
1712. A basic input/output system (BIOS) is stored in a non
volatile memory 1710 such as ROM, EPROM, EEPROM,
which BIOS contains the basic routines that help to transfer
information between elements within the computer 1702,
such as during start-up. The RAM 1712 can also include a
high-speed RAM such as static RAM for caching data.
The computer 1702 further includes an internal hard disk
drive (HDD) 1714 (e.g., EIDE, SATA), which internal hard
disk drive 1714 may also be configured for external use in a
Suitable chassis (not shown), a magnetic floppy disk drive
(FDD) 1716, (e.g., to read from or write to a removable
diskette 1718) and an optical disk drive 1720, (e.g., reading a
CD-ROM disk 1722 or, to read from or write to other high
capacity optical media such as the DVD). The hard disk drive
1714, magnetic disk drive 1716 and optical disk drive 1720
can be connected to the system bus 1708 by a hard disk drive
interface 1724, a magnetic disk drive interface 1726 and an
optical drive interface 1728, respectively. The interface 1724
for external drive implementations includes at least one or
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both of Universal Serial Bus (USB) and IEEE 1394 interface
technologies. Other external drive connection technologies
are within contemplation of the Subject innovation.
The drives and their associated computer-readable media
provide nonvolatile storage of data, data structures, com
puter-executable instructions, and so forth. For the computer
1702, the drives and media accommodate the storage of any
data in a suitable digital format. Although the description of
computer-readable media above refers to a HDD, a remov
able magnetic diskette, and a removable optical media Such as
a CD or DVD, it should be appreciated by those skilled in the
art that other types of media which are readable by a com
puter, Such as Zip drives, magnetic cassettes, flash memory
cards, cartridges, and the like, may also be used in the exem
plary operating environment, and further, that any such media
may contain computer-executable instructions for perform
ing the methods of the disclosed innovation.
A number of program modules can be stored in the drives
and RAM 1712, including an operating system 1730, one or
more application programs 1732, other program modules
1734 and program data 1736. All or portions of the operating
system, applications, modules, and/or data can also be cached
in the RAM 1712. It is to be appreciated that the innovation
can be implemented with various commercially available
operating systems or combinations of operating systems.

24
communications server on the WAN 1754, or has other means

for establishing communications over the WAN 1754, such as
by way of the Internet. The modem 1758, which can be
internal or external and a wired or wireless device, is con
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an ad hoc communication between at least two devices.

Wi-Fi, or Wireless Fidelity, allows connection to the Inter
net from a couch at home, a bed in a hotel room, or a confer
ence room at work, without wires. Wi-Fi is a wireless tech
25

A user can enter commands and information into the com

puter 1702 through one or more wired/wireless input devices,
e.g., a keyboard 1738 and a pointing device. Such as a mouse
1740. Other input devices (not shown) may include a micro
phone, an IR remote control, a joystick, a game pad, a stylus
pen, touch screen, or the like. These and other input devices
are often connected to the processing unit 1704 through an
input device interface 1742 that is coupled to the system bus
1708, but can be connected by other interfaces, such as a
parallel port, an IEEE 1394 serial port, a game port, a USB
port, an IR interface, etc.
A monitor 1744 or other type of display device is also
connected to the system bus 1708 through an interface, such
as a video adapter 1746. In addition to the monitor 1744, a
computer typically includes other peripheral output devices
(not shown). Such as speakers, printers, etc.
The computer 1702 may operate in a networked environ
ment using logical connections through wired and/or wireless
communications to one or more remote computers, such as a
remote computer(s) 1748. The remote computer(s) 1748 can
be a workstation, a server computer, a router, a personal
computer, portable computer, microprocessor-based enter
tainment appliance, a peer device or other common network
node, and typically includes many or all of the elements
described relative to the computer 1702, although, for pur
poses of brevity, only a memory/storage device 1750 is illus
trated. The logical connections depicted include wired/wire
less connectivity to a local area network (LAN) 1752 and/or
larger networks, e.g., a wide area network (WAN) 1754. Such
LAN and WAN networking environments are commonplace
in offices and companies, and facilitate enterprise-wide com
puter networks, such as intranets, all of which may connect to
a global communications network, e.g., the Internet.
When used in a LAN networking environment, the com
puter 1702 is connected to the local network 1752 through a
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nology similar to that used in a cell phone that enables Such
devices, e.g., computers, to send and receive data indoors and
out; anywhere within the range of a base station. Wi-Fi net
works use radio technologies called IEEE 802.11x(a, b, g,
etc.) to provide secure, reliable, fast wireless connectivity. A
Wi-Fi network can be used to connect computers to each
other, to the Internet, and to wired networks (which use IEEE
802.3 or Ethernet).
Wi-Fi networks can operate in the unlicensed 2.4 and 5
GHZ radio bands. IEEE 802.11 applies to generally to wire
less LANs and provides 1 or 2 Mbps transmission in the 2.4
GHz band using either frequency hopping spread spectrum
(FHSS) or direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS). IEEE
802.11a is an extension to IEEE 802.11 that applies to wire
less LANs and provides up to 54 Mbps in the 5 GHz band.
IEEE 802.11a uses an orthogonal frequency division multi
plexing (OFDM) encoding scheme rather than FHSS or
DSSS. IEEE 802.11b (also referred to as 802.11 High Rate
DSSS or Wi-Fi) is an extension to 802.11 that applies to
wireless LANs and provides 11 Mbps transmission (with a
fallback to 5.5, 2 and 1 Mbps) in the 2.4 GHz band. IEEE
802.11g applies to wireless LANs and provides 20+ Mbps in
the 2.4 GHz band. Products can contain more than one band
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wired and/or wireless communication network interface or

adapter 1756. The adaptor 1756 may facilitate wired or wire
less communication to the LAN 1752, which may also
include a wireless access point disposed thereon for commu
nicating with the wireless adaptor 1756.
When used in a WAN networking environment, the com
puter 1702 can include a modem 1758, or is connected to a

nected to the system bus 1708 through the serial port interface
1742. In a networked environment, program modules
depicted relative to the computer 1702, or portions thereof,
can be stored in the remote memory/storage device 1750. It
will be appreciated that the network connections shown are
exemplary and other means of establishing a communications
link between the computers can be used.
The computer 1702 is operable to communicate with any
wireless devices or entities operatively disposed in wireless
communication, e.g., a printer, scanner, desktop and/or por
table computer, portable data assistant, communications sat
ellite, any piece of equipment or location associated with a
wirelessly detectable tag (e.g., a kiosk, news stand, restroom),
and telephone. This includes at least Wi-Fi and BluetoothTM
wireless technologies. Thus, the communication can be a
predefined structure as with a conventional network or simply
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(e.g., dual band), so the networks can provide real-world
performance similar to the basic 10BaseT wired Ethernet
networks used in many offices.
Referring now to FIG. 18, there is illustrated a schematic
block diagram of an exemplary computing environment 1800
in accordance with another aspect. The system 1800 includes
one or more client(s) 1802. The client(s) 1802 can be hard
ware and/or Software (e.g., threads, processes, computing
devices). The client(s) 1802 can house cookie(s) and/or asso
ciated contextual information by employing the Subject inno
Vation, for example.
The system 1800 also includes one or more server(s) 1804.
The server(s) 1804 can also be hardware and/or software
(e.g., threads, processes, computing devices). The servers
1804 can house threads to perform transformations by
employing the disclosed embodiments, for example. One
possible communication between a client 1802 and a server
1804 can be in the form of a data packet adapted to be
transmitted between two or more computer processes. The
data packet may include a cookie and/or associated contex
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tual information, for example. The system 1800 includes a
communication framework 1806 (e.g., a global communica
tion network such as the Internet) that can be employed to
facilitate communications between the client(s) 1802 and the
server(s) 1804.
Communications can be facilitated through a wired (in
cluding optical fiber) and/or wireless technology. The
client(s) 1802 are operatively connected to one or more client
data store(s) 1808 that can be employed to store information
local to the client(s) 1802 (e.g., cookie(s) and/or associated
contextual information). Similarly, the server(s) 1804 are
operatively connected to one or more server data store(s)
1810 that can be employed to store information local to the
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9. The system of claim 1, further comprising an analysis
component that analyzes results of the model and determines
the data over which the model is performing below predefined
criteria.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the data sampled
includes data associated with user interaction of a computing
system.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the data sampled
includes data associated with user biometrics.
10

Servers 1804.

What has been described above includes examples of the
disclosed innovation. It is, of course, not possible to describe
every conceivable combination of components and/or meth
odologies, but one of ordinary skill in the art may recognize
that many further combinations and permutations are pos
sible. Accordingly, the innovation is intended to embrace all
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12. The system of claim 1, further comprising a machine
learning and reasoning component that employs a probabilis
tic and/or statistical-based analysis to prognose or infer an
action that a user desires to be automatically performed.
13. A computer-implemented method of performing selec
tive sampling of data to enhance model performance, com
prising:
with at least one processor, creating a model of a state of a
user based on a set of data;

testing the model against the set of data to determine per
formance results; and

initiating selective sampling to obtain additional data by
probing the user when the performance results generated

Such alterations, modifications and variations that fall within

from the set of data are below a criterion, the selective

the spirit and scope of the appended claims. Furthermore, to

sampling occurring at a time determined based on a state

the extent that the term “includes” is used in either the

detailed description or the claims, such term is intended to be
inclusive in a manner similar to the term "comprising as
“comprising is interpreted when employed as a transitional

of the user.
25

word in a claim.
What is claimed is:

1. A computer-implemented system that facilitates model
enhancement, comprising:
at least one processor configured to provide a modeling
component that builds and runs a model based on data
associated with a user, the model indicating interrupt
ability of the user; and
a sampling component that determines a time at which to
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tion.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the state of the user is
determined based on an invasiveness factor.
35

obtain additional data associated with the user for build

ing the model, the data being obtained by probing the
user, and the time being determined based on:
failure analysis of the model; and
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a state of the user.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the sampling component
selectively samples the data further based on expected utility.
3. The system of claim 1, wherein the data is associated
with a user situation.
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4. The system of claim 1, wherein the data is associated
with a user state.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the sampling component
is employed to selectively sample the data when the failure
analysis indicates that the model performs below a defined
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criterion.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the sampling component
initiates sampling of a new set of data when the model per
forms below a predetermined criterion.
7. The system of claim 6, wherein the new set of data
includes data sampled from disparate data sources.
8. The system of claim 7, further comprising a selection
component that selects the data that is sampled from the
disparate data sources.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein selectively sampling
performs direct sampling from the user through one or more
prompts requesting the user to classify the user's state of
interruptability.
15. The method of claim 13, wherein selectively sampling
is performed over disparate data sources of logged informa
17. The method of claim 13, wherein selectively sampling
is performed further based on an expected utility.
18. The method of claim 13, further comprising analyzing
the set of data to determine a general category of interest of
the set of data that forms a basis for the act of initiating
selective sampling of the additional data.
19. The method of claim 13, further comprising learning
when to perform the act of initiating based on logged data.
20. A computer-executable system that facilitates model
enhancement, comprising:
means, comprising at least one processor, for creating a
model of interruptability of a user based on a set of data;
means for testing the model against the set of data to
determine performance results;
means, comprising a portion of a lifelong learning frame
work, for initiating selective sampling of additional data
by probing the user when:
the performance results generated from the set of data
are below a criterion, and
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an expected improvement in the performance results
from the model based on additional data obtained by
the probing exceeds an expected cost of interrupting
the user with the probing; and
means for generating a cost of interruption based on the
additional data.

